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The aim of this paper is to present a recent method of critically approaching literature 
called Ethnocriticism. This term is rather coined in accordance with its related disciplines: 
Sociocriticism, Mythocriticism, or Psychocriticism. Ethnocriticism is also called Literary 
Anthropology or Anthropology of Fiction. For this type of synonymic relation, it is 
symptomatic the recently launched collection named Ethnocritiques, subtitled Anthro‑
pologie de la littérature et des arts. 

Across time, between Ethnology and literature, between Anthropology and literature, 
between Ethnography and literature various connections have been identified with 
different stresses, on both sides of the Ocean. American anthropology has been talking 
ever since the 1980s about reflexive anthropology, which insists on the fact that the field 
experience should be converted into a text that implicitly bears a poetics and supports 
an ideological determination. The interpretative aspect of the anthropological discourse 
and its conditioning to various positions of the researcher have been seen as limitations, 
as attenuating if not the legitimacy, surely the objectivity. An ironic reproach to this 
concerned attention for the textual nature of any ethnographic study has been formulated 
as such: from the tristes tropiques to the tristes tropes (Poler, Roseberry 245‑263). 

In France, the two types of discourse, the scientific one and the literary‑reflexive one, 
have peacefully coexisted, many times the two types being produced in parallel by the 
same researcher, starting from the same field experience. In France there is a true 
institution of the ethnologic novel. This feature of the french ethnology school was the 
subject of a consistent synthesis published in 2011 under the title inspired by the end of 
Claude Lévi‑Strauss’s book Tristes Tropiques [A World on the Wane]: Adieu aux 
voyages, adieu aux sauvages, where the author analyses the characteristics of this literary 
anthropology.
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Furthermore, Claude Lévi‑Strauss illustrates extremely suggestively the possible 
relations between anthropology and literature. I should first bring into discussion that 
when Tristes Tropiques was first published in 1955, the jury of the prestigious Goncourt 
prize felt the obligation to publicly express a regretful motivation for not having been 
able to award the prize to this book, which was deeply impressive through the quality of 
writing and the depth of his vision, but it could not have been included under the category 
of fiction. Subsequently, as we all know, Claude Lévi‑Strauss has built his huge scientific 
career, decade by decade, constantly strengthening his reputation of ‘savant austère’. no 
one was however surprised when in 2008 the Bibliothèque de la Pléiade collection 
published a consistent tome where this scientist is considered a literature classic. The 
book opens with Tristes Tropiques, it contains essays like Totemism and The Savage 
Mind beside his reflections on art and literature, as well as a handful of studies where 
the approach is more accessible, less technical than the demonstration from the 
Mythologies series, which are not even present in this book. It is worth mentioning that 
the author himself made this selection, showing thus his intention to be received through 
that certain segment of his work that can be retrieved in literary works, in the good 
company of great writers and humanist essayists. Therefore, in his case we can talk about 
a sui generis form of literary anthropology.

We must stress here, even if both literary anthropology and anthropology of fiction 
deal with the relations between anthropology and literature, that the two fields are not 
mixed and do not overlap, serving different purposes.

Ethnocriticism is closer to the anthropology of fiction. The initiators of this new 
approach are two french researchers, Jean‑Marie Privat and Marie Scarpa from the Paul 
Verlaine University of Metz. The first study where this new method was described dates 
from 1988, when Jean‑Marie Privat published his paper Essai d’ethnologie du texte 
littéraire: les charivaris dans Madame Bovary in the magazine Ethnologie Francaise. 
In 1994, he deals again with this topic, clarifying his method and publishes a consistent 
volume called Bovary Charivary essay d’ethno‑critique. This is the first wide scope 
ethnocriticism paper, by means of which the approach settles its credibility and 
pertinence. In 2000, Marie Scarpa publishes an equally consistent paper, applying this 
method on the Emile Zola’s Le ventre de Paris, called Les Carnaval des Halles‑ Une 
Ethnocritique du ‘Ventre de Paris’ de Zola. In the meantime this method has been 
disseminated and embraced by a large number of researchers in order to obtain the 
critical amount needed to organise important conferences to impose the method as 
legitimate research direction. In 2007, the international conference Regards croisés sur 
l’ethnocritique was organised, and the proceedings were published in 2010 as Horizons 
ethnocritiques. 

This new analysis paradigm follows the contemporary trend to be found in humanist 
and social sciences, namely of reconsideration of the symbolic assets present in the 
proximity. The formula according to which if ethnology started by making the exoticism 
familiar, now it proposes to make the familiar exotic is more and more meaningful 
precisely by this going back to the self ‘retour sur soi’ that appeals to an ethnology of 
the present (Augé 19‑33). Lately, special attention has been paid to the history of the 
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everyday, the current cultural practices, the au coin de la rue ethnology investigations, 
so why would the library and the world of fiction not be a true anthropological field?

The ethnocritic approach is also synchronic with the new directions in the literary 
criticism related to the textual genetics, discourse plurality analysis and the option for 
more widely integrating readings. An attempt is in place to overcome the mere 
identification of the formal configurations that ignore the background cultural dimension, 
present in any work. Ethnocriticism lies in the close proximity of epistemocriticism, a 
perspective that interrogates the relations between literature and scientific knowledge, 
the way they reflect one another. Epistemocriticism refuses the uncrossable borders 
between scientific knowledge and artistic knowledge. In his/her labour, the writer 
sometimes operates with scholarly knowledge properties and may integrate scientific 
language. Obviously, a literary filter has to occur, namely these elements shall be 
incorporated having a literary, and not scientific, legitimacy. Proportionally, the scholar 
cannot give up on the representation force of the language, on expressivity strategies. To 
come up with an example, we hereby bring forth such approaches inspired from the work 
of Marcel Proust: Safa Anne‑Marie, L’épistémologie de Marcel Proust dans « A la 
recherche du temps perdu ». Littérature et savoirs en 1900. Une pensée de l’imprevisible 
(Montréal 2009). Some years before this, Marcel Proust’s work inspired another paper 
in the social sciences field: Proust sociologue – de la maison aristocratique au salon 
bourgeois (Paris, 1997), written by Catherine Bidou.

In an extreme meeting point of anthropology with literature, we can identify the 
approach of a literary work as if it were a field in the ethnological way. The literary text 
is studied in its capacity as a document. Faulkner’s work has inspired such treatments, 
ever since year 2000 the L’Homme magazine published the study Le nom, la race, et la 
terre au Yoknapatawpha, signed by Jean Jamin. The same author revisits twelve years 
later his work and publishes an entire volume dedicated to the anthropological analysis 
of the universe depicted by faulkner. This approach is not entirely new, it retakes the 
search of the so‑called verités de la fiction. not only the realities depicted by Balzac, 
Zola, Proust, but the entire realist novel of the 19th century has been seen as an 
anticipation, as a scriptural model of the ethnographic monograph. At the same time, the 
counterpart has been pushed forth, Roland Barthes claiming that from all scholarly 
discourses, the ethnologic text is the closest to fiction.

Even if related to these directions, the ethnocritic approach is different. First and 
foremost, it is still a form of literary criticism. Its purpose however, following Pierre 
Bourdieu, is to overcome the false familiarity with the universes depicted in the works, 
a feeling caused by analysing literature only with canonical philological tools (Bourdieu 
101‑111). As a consistent example of this approach is the cultural analysis that Jack 
Goody wrote for Balzac’s novel Colonel Chabert from the perspective of confronting 
two culturally different codes, the oral culture code and the bureaucratic cultural code 
(Privat, Scarpa 55‑60).

This is how ethnocriticism is defined by its initiators: ‘a study of cultural plurality 
constituting literary works, as it manifests in the configuration of the heterogeneous and 
hybrid symbolic universe of the text, aiming at obtaining the way of reflections of the 
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relations between oral cultural and written culture, folkloric culture and official culture, 
the religious one and the laic one, as well as the tensions masculine‑feminine, 
legitimate‑illegitimate, subaltern‑hegemonic (Privat, Scarpa 8).’ The formula by which 
ethnocriticism introduces itself would be: ‘the articulation of a poetics of the literary text 
with an ethnology of the symbolic’ (Privat, Scarpa 6). Ethnocriticism is claimed in 
Mikhail Bakhtin’s studies on the polyphony of the novel, as well as in the analyses of 
ethnologists Yvonne Verdier on the novelist Thomas Hardy and Daniel fabre.

Ethnocriticism proposes to emphasise the way in which it is present in the text the 
cultural polyphony as a result of confronting various cultural levels reflected in the 
literary work. From the point of view of the method, we need to first make the observation 
that it is not just an archaeological search and an inventory of ethnographic facts, of 
details or elements belonging to folkloric, popular culture present in an author’s 
literature. Following Bourdieu’s suggestions, the researchers that initiated the ethnocritic 
approach insist on the fact that it is not enough the mere identification of folkloremes, 
which is called ‘ethnological drift’. What is interesting is the way in which these 
elements are connected in the text, what the logic of their insertion is, the way in which 
primary elements are reinterpreted at the moment they are articulated in the poetics of 
the text, what new effect is aimed at or obtained, what textual procedures are used for 
this effect.

A successful analysis should achieve ‘a reculturation of the reading without 
detextualising the interpretation’ (Privat, Scarpa 9). We should at no point ignore literary 
art, even if the main interest is the functioning of mythical‑ritualistic insertions in that 
specific text. They should not be assessed only by relating to their original context and 
should not be reduced to showing simple ethnographic pieces of information. It should 
be emphasised the way in which they are re‑elaborated, the new meaning, and the new 
acquired meaning has to be identified in the system of relations of the literary work 
where they are not only grafted, but transformed. 

The novelty of this approach would be exactly identifying this ethno‑poetics. This is 
how the ethnocritic reading stages have been synthesised by Marie Scarpa: the first level 
is the ethnographic one. It represents the competence to identify the cultural data in a 
literary work; the second one is the ethnologic level, which resides in subscribing these 
facts in their reference cultural, primary, legitimately functioning context; next the 
proper ethnocritic interpretation level comes, where the critic explores the internal logic 
of the literary text, by unveiling such procedures as acquirement, reuse, diversion of 
components. The purpose here is to find the alteration of meanings and their adjustment 
to the communication intention of the respective literary work (Scarpa 285‑297). 

Last but not least, the ethnocritic approach also aims at identifying the relation 
between the culture of the text and the culture of the reader, even the self‑ethnology 
(ethnologie de soi) term is in use, this interactive conscious reading being recommended 
in the didactic process of teaching literature. Today, students have to be drawn in the 
intercultural dialogue with the literary work, in a game of deciphering the multiple forms 
of otherness enacted by literature. To put it more simple, ethnocriticism explores the 
concrete way in which the cultural dialogue takes place in a literary work. These are Jean 
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Marie Privat’s words: ‘What it is interesting is not just the culture from the text (la 
culture dans le text), rather the culture of the text (la culture du text (Privat, Scarpa 10).

If we were to propose to adopt this research direction, we would notice first that we 
would not fall on an empty field. nicolae Constantinescu, in Lectura textului folcloric 
[Reading a folkloric text] outlines an ethnologic reading project, and Silviu Angelescu 
in Mitul şi literatura [Myth and Literature], brings consistent evidence of the process of 
transferring substance and form between oral and writing. He identifies the mechanisms 
of acquirement, integration and flexion involved in the literary treatment of the 
mythical‑ritual etymon, when it is absorbed in the code of an author’s literature. Further, 
Traian Herseni’s vision should be critically re‑read, who proposed as back as 1976 a 
literary anthropology attempt, which was the subtitle of his work Literatură si civilizaţie 
[Literature and Civilisation], three years after he had established some reference points 
for a sociology of literature.

I need here also mention a paper that has not received the appropriate visibility, 
namely Sorin Botnaru’s book Noua interpretare a operei lui Ion Creangă [The new 
Interpretation of Creanga’s Work], where the author sees in Creanga’s work ‘an 
intellectual and sensitively privileged tool that allows the understanding of the traditional 
Romanian world in its historical movement towards the assimilation of the modern 
values’. It is a cultural history study applied to a literary field, with unequal writing, but 
exciting by its cross reading of mentality layers unveiled by the literary text. Georgiana 
Sîrbu’s book Istoriile periferiei. Mahalaua în romanul românesc de la G. M. Zamfirescu 
la Radu Aldulescu [Histories of the Periphery. The Slum in the Romanian novel from 
G. M. Zamfirescu to Radu Aldulescu] follows the same effort to renew the critical view 
by using the ethnologic grid. Another example of work that prepares the field and 
expectance horizon of the Romanian space for subsequent local studies made from an 
ethnocritic perspective is Sanda Cordoş’s book Lumi de hîrtie [Worlds of Paper], where 
the relation between the artistic representation acceptance and the social representation 
one, which both define literary representation, is fine‑grained.

We have to notice that the novelty factor of the ethnocritic method resides in nuances 
and that this new reading model has in the first instance the merit of any new reading 
method. It is meritorious because it determines us to re‑read literature, in order to find 
in it those things that this method promises us that we could find out‑there, in the 
fictional world. At the same time, the ethnocritic reading may emphasise what Bourdieu 
called ‘the symbolic revenge’ talking about the way in which Flaubert presents ‘the 
countryside manners’. He talks about challenging the hierarchies Flaubert used, 
rearranging the priorities related to the details that are worth be taken into consideration 
when he describes a fact, a situation, a character. Flaubert redeems dignity to details that 
stop acting as ignored, thus invisible, daily small things. Moreover, Kundera also said 
that terra incognita is in fact the everyday, the quotidian.

The same way, by paying attention to textual details that have been ignored so far, 
the ethnocritic approach may recover the cultural memory of the literary space. Trying 
to outline a cultural poetics of literature, it can establish references for a textual 
relativism. As we were saying, there has been lately a new interest for the cultural 
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objective of literature, exploiting literature from a cultural perspective, bringing in also 
sociologists. It is significant to this extent the title of a paper published in 2009: A 
Barrère, D. Martucelli, Le Roman comme laboratoire. De la connaissance littéraire à 
l’imagination sociologique. Sociologists start looking at literature not only as a 
documentary source, but rather as a legitimate true field of reflection on human 
behaviour, of a different kind, but with the same value as the one used in social sciences. 
Adopting this point of view, we can see differently Balzac’s intentions of calling his 
work Etudes sociales. If we listen to Flaubert, who admired his vision, we would believe 
Balzac was more successful as a sui generis sociologist than as a writer: ‘What a man… 
if only he knew how to write!’

When we talked about the didactic aspect of teaching literature using the ethnocritic 
reading, I mentioned the importance of identifying the relation between the culture of 
the text and the culture of the reader, and I also used the term self‑ethnology. Marc Augé 
noticed that the place of otherness has moved more and more, in the sense of it coming 
closer, even becoming interiorised. Ethnocritic reading invites us to overcome the 
illusion that we know everything in our close proximity and challenges us to a 
de‑familiarisation effort, so that we can take a look less negligently at the things we 
usually think are self‑understood and we take them for granted.

This kind of reading promises to diminish our usual cultural myopia, which 
psychologists call proximity blindness, carelessness for what is next to us, or even inside 
us. If introspection has therapeutic values, this ethnologic appraisal of the self by a 
tête‑à‑texte relation with literature called ‘ethnospection’ (Cnockaert, Privat, Scarpa 33), 
could it be a form of cultural therapy?

University of Bucharest
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